Постиженията на волевия контрол във връзка с личностовата характеристика...
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The Achievements of Volitional control in connection with
the Personality Characteristics Action-orientation
G. Kuzmova
Abstract. Julius Kuhl (10,11) suggests that people sometimes fail to act upon their intentions of acting
independently even when they are highly motivated to do so. This is because enacting one‘s intentions
requires action control, a volitional process that shields intentions against competing motivational
influences. Individuals with strong skills at action control- action-oriented individuals- are able to shield
their own intentions against external disruptive influences. The state-oriented people are more hesitant
and have troubles in down-regulating negative affect. The paper is meant to direct the attention toward
a construct that may help us understand the advances of emotion-regulation in decision-making.The
mechanisms behind the action control is more flexible and reliable under pressure that simply supressing
one`s emotions.
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